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Introduction
Overall, the paper was well received and it was pleasing to note a good standard of
responses. This reflects improved use of diagrammatic analysis. There were a significant
number of superior answers which scored very high marks, particularly in the supported
choice section of the paper. Very few candidates struggled to answer at least some of the
questions on the paper. However, there is scope for improvement through applying answers
to the context of the question.
Most candidates completed the paper in the time available though some struggled to
develop their answers for the very last question. It is important to practise past unit 1
papers under timed conditions to strengthen exam skills. The performance on individual
questions is considered in the next section of the report and there are two examples of
candidate work for each one. These examples act as a guide as to why a question was well
answered and also on how to improve further.
Section A: supported multiple choice questions
Most candidates found this method of testing highly accessible. The mean score for the
supported multiple choice questions continued on its upward trend. The June 2014 score
was 24 out of a total of 32 marks (compared 23 marks in June 2013). This appears to
reflect greater use of relevant diagrammatic analysis to support answers, particularly for
Q1 (scarcity and opportunity cost), Q3 (falling price of black tea), Q4 (cross elasticity of
demand for motor vehicles and petrol) and Q6 (price elasticity of supply for coffee).
The key to success involves defining the main concept(s) in the question (awarded 1 or 2
marks) and applying appropriate economic theory and analysis (usually awarded up to 2
marks). Annotation of diagrams is always a good strategy, for example, Q7 (imposition of a
sales tax) and Q8 (buffer stocks scheme). Marks are made available for using the diagrams
to answer the question.
The foundation of this paper is an understanding of the price mechanism model and its
limitations. Any suitable opportunity to apply the model should be taken. In order to
maximise candidate performance it is possible to achieve the full 3 explanation marks
even when an incorrect option is selected. This occasionally arose, particularly Q5 (income
elasticity of demand for fish in Cyprus and the Maldives).
Some candidates gained marks by using the rejection technique. Up to 3 marks are
available for successfully eliminating 3 incorrect options (provided that three separate
reasons are offered). There seemed to be an improvement in the use of the rejection
technique compared to previous examination series, although a simple reversal of an
incorrect option is insufficient to gain a mark. It requires candidates to explicitly state the
option key being rejected and then to offer an appropriate explanation. Unfortunately, some
candidates still fail to identify the incorrect option key and so the examiner may not be
aware that the rejection technique is being offered. Several examples of how to successfully
eliminate incorrect options are provided in the candidate responses shown in the report. A
certain skill is required for this and it is important to practise the technique. As mentioned
earlier, marks are not awarded for responses that simply reverse the incorrect option
sentence without further explanation. Some value must be added to the answer.
Note it is perfectly acceptable to use a combination of techniques for securing the 3
explanation marks, for example, explaining the correct answer, diagrammatic analysis and
eliminating one or more incorrect answers.
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Section B: data response questions
The data response questions have a substantial weighting for evaluation marks (16 out
of 48 marks). Consequently, it is vital that candidates make evaluative comments when
required by the question. A 14 mark question comprises 6 evaluation marks (2+2+2)
and a 12 or 10 mark question comprises 4 evaluation marks (2+2). An 8 or 6 mark
question includes 2 evaluation marks. Attention should be directed to the quality of written
communication (QWC), especially in those questions identified by an asterisk in the question
paper. Here, candidates should attempt to develop a coherent argument and take into
account grammar and presentation.
Although no explicit marks are awarded for QWC, it forms part of the overall impression
that examiners take into account when awarding marks. Both data response questions were
accessible to candidates. Question 10 (Tobacco consumption in Britain) was a more popular
choice with most candidates selecting this, compared to Q9 (Proposals for a tidal barrage
in the Severn Estuary). A higher mean score was recorded for Q10. This was partly due to
a significant difference in the quality of answers for Q10(c) and Q9(c). In the former many
responses offered suitable analysis and application to tobacco smoking, discussing its price
elasticity of demand. In the latter, many responses struggled to offer suitable diagrammatic
analysis of how the tidal barrage might affect the production possibility frontier.

Finally, an attempt has been made to break down and justify how the marks were
awarded in the candidate responses used in this report. One should note however, that
the answer to each question is really considered in its entirety rather than relying solely
upon the mechanical breakdown of individual points. The latter exercise is for the benefit
of candidates and teachers reading this report as to how the mark scheme is interpreted in
practice. The examiner develops an impression of the quality of each response and uses the
mark scheme as a guide to award marks accordingly.
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Question 1
Most candidates achieved a mark for defining opportunity cost and some responses
developed this by application to a diagram of a production possibility frontier, securing a
further mark. Many answers also gained credit by offering an example of opportunity cost
for either consumers, producers or the government. However, relatively few responses
explained the meaning of scarcity in terms of finite resources in comparison to unlimited
human wants. It appears that a significant number of candidates did not recognise the
nature of the basic economic problem.

Examiner Comments

This answer achieved 4 out of 4 marks. Correct option B (1 mark).
A definition of opportunity cost (1 mark) is supported with an explanation of
scarcity (1 mark). The basic economic problem is applied and explained with the
use of figures to a production possibility frontier (1+1 marks). Note a maximum
of 3 explanation marks are available. The candidate intends to offer a rejection
of option C but mistakes this for option B. This is ignored as there is positive
marking throughout.

Examiner Tip

Be prepared to use a diagram to explain an economic concept. However, this
must be explained properly. In this question no marks were awarded for just
drawing a production possibility frontier without explanation. The best answers
made accurate use of figures.
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Examiner Comments

This answer achieved 3 out of 4 marks. Correct option B (1 mark). Definition of
opportunity cost (1 mark) and explanation of scarcity (1 mark). The next step could
have involved offering a real world example of the choices facing either consumers,
producers or government between alternative uses of their resources available.

Examiner Tip

Apply to the context of the question, that is, give an example of scarcity. For
example, a government may have funds of £500 million to decide upon whether to
build a new hospital or a new education college. It cannot do both with its limited
resources.

Question 2
Most candidates achieved a mark for explaining the division of labour. This was often
supported with a reason why division of labour will increase productivity, for example,
repetition in production enables the task to be done more quickly and to a higher quality,
or less time wasted moving between tasks, or more effective use of capital. These points
were awarded one or two marks. However, the main limitation was the lack of application to
construction of new houses. Very few responses attempted to explain the types of specialist
labour in constructing a house such as brick layers, tilers, electricians and painter and
decorators.
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Examiner Comments

This answer achieved 4 out of 4 marks.
Correct option A (1 mark). A definition of division of labour (1 mark) is supported with examples
applied to house building such as bricklayers and painters (1 mark). Recognition that workers
become more efficient and skilled at a particular task and so increasing productivity is awarded
(1 mark). This is supported with the idea that less time is wasted for workers moving between
different jobs.

Examiner Tip

Apply to the context of the question, that is, refer to the types of specialisation of labour in
house construction and why this increases productivity.
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Examiner Comments

This answer achieved 3 out of 4 marks.
An explanation of division of labour (1 mark) is supported with a reason why productivity
should increase, namely, more skilled and quicker at a task (1 mark). No application to house
construction is offered.

Examiner Tip

Apply to the context of the question. Simple reference to types of specialist workers in house
building would have secured an extra mark here.

Question 3
The question on the cause of falling black tea prices proved highly accessible to the vast
majority of candidates. It recorded the highest mean score of all the supported choice
questions in the paper. Almost sixty per cent achieved full marks. Most responses included
a diagram depicting an increase in the supply curve and lower equilibrium price. Explicit use
of the price data from the graph provided was characteristic of the best responses.
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Examiner Comments

This answer achieved 4 out of 4 marks.
Correct option C (1 mark). A relevant diagram is offered which shows an increase in supply
and a lower equilibrium price (1+1 marks). Explicit reference to the price figures from the
graph (where the price of tea has fallen from 368 cents to 321 cents per kilogram) (1 mark). 1
mark could also be awarded for rejection of option B where the candidate mentions that coffee
and tea are substitutes (so an increase in the price of coffee would lead to an increase in the
demand and price for tea) (1 mark). Note a maximum of 3 explanation marks are available.
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Examiner Tip

Always state the option key for the incorrect answer that is being rejected. Otherwise it may
not be awarded a mark.

Examiner Comments

This answer achieved 3 out of 4 marks. Correct option C (1 mark). Correct diagram depicting an
increase in the supply of tea leading to a lower price equilibrium (1+1 marks).

Examiner Tip

Use the data in the graph on tea prices. 1 mark is available for referring to the fall in price of
tea from around 370 US cents to 320 cents per kilogram.
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Question 4
This was another high scoring question where two thirds of candidates achieved full marks.
The most common method of doing this was to define cross elasticity of demand (XED),
explain that complementary goods have a negative XED and then apply directly to motor
vehicles and petrol. The rejection technique was also successfully used here, revealing the
incorrect options to be either substitutes with a positive XED or non-related with a zero
XED.

Examiner Comments

This answer achieved 4 out of 4 marks.
Correct option C (1 mark). A definition of XED (1 mark) is supported with an
explanation that motor vehicles and petrol are complementary goods (and so they have a
negative XED) (1 mark). This is followed by application to a price increase of motor vehicles
leading to a fall in demand for petrol (1 mark). A sound example of how to reject an incorrect
option is then offered (1 mark). Note a maximum of 3 explanation marks are available.

Examiner Tip

Always state the incorrect option key when using the rejection technique as the candidate has
done in this case (option D).
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Examiner Comments

This answer achieved 3 out of 4 marks.
Correct option C (1 mark). A correct formula for cross elasticity of demand is offered (1 mark)
and supported with the idea that motor vehicles and petrol are complementary goods (with
a negative XED) (1 mark). This answer is too brief and requires some application to motor
vehicles and petrol or use of the rejection technique.

Examiner Tip

If the answer appears too brief, then consider use of the rejection technique. Options A and D
are clearly substitutes with a positive XED whereas option B shows two goods of bus transport
and potatoes which are unrelated with a zero XED.
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Question 5
The question on income elasticity of demand (YED) was well answered and just over one
third achieved maximum marks. Most candidates defined YED and proceeded to distinguish
between inelastic and elastic demand. Many responses achieved a mark by rejecting option
C explaining that cereals are an inferior good in Cyprus. However, a surprising number
of candidates selected incorrect option B and appeared to misinterpret the meaning of a
zero income elasticity of demand for oils and fats.

Examiner Comments

This answer achieved 4 out of 4 marks.
Correct option A (1 mark). A correct definition of income elasticity of demand is given (1 mark)
(despite the formula being incorrect). This is followed by an explanation that a YED of less
than 1 is inelastic, with application to fish in both Cyprus and the Maldives (1 mark). Finally,
option C is rejected, since a negative YED means that cereals are an inferior good for people
in Cyprus whereas a positive YED means that cereals are a normal good for people in the
Maldives (1 mark).

Examiner Tip

Read each option statement very carefully. Some candidates confused ‘income inelastic’ with
‘income elastic’ for incorrect option B.
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Examiner Comments

This answer achieved 3 out of 4 marks.
Correct option A (1 mark). A definition and correct formula for income elasticity of demand is
provided (1 mark). Note that only one of these is required to secure the mark available. This
is supported by an outline of fish being income inelastic for both countries as their values lie
between 0 and 1 (1 mark). The answer is too brief.

Examiner Tip

Consider how the three explanation marks can be gained in your answer. It is clear a further
point is required to secure full marks, for example, numerical application: a ten per cent rise
in incomes would lead to a 3.7 per cent rise in demand for fish in Cyprus and a 6.4 per cent
rise in demand for fish in the Maldives.
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Question 6
A straightforward question for most candidates, with almost sixty per cent achieving
full marks. Many answers tended to be brief but yet still achieved top marks, simply by
showing the formula for price elasticity of supply, calculating its value for coffee in Uganda
and then explaining the result in terms of inelasticity. However, a common error was for
some responses to confuse price elasticity of supply with that of price elasticity of demand.
It is important to read the question very carefully to avoid such mistakes.

Examiner Comments

This answer achieved 4 out of 4 marks.
Correct option D (1 mark). The correct formula (1 mark) is followed by a correct calculation of
price elasticity of supply of coffee (1 mark). An explanation of inelastic supply is then offered
(since PES of 0.33 is less than 1) (1 mark).

Examiner Tip

Be prepared to conduct calculations when suitable figures are involved in the question. In this
case it is a quick way of scoring a mark.
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Examiner Comments

This answer achieved 1 out of 4 marks.
Correct option D (1 mark). Unfortunately the candidate confuses price elasticity of supply with
price elasticity of demand and so the explanation is not relevant.

Examiner Tip

Read the question very carefully. This question refers to the price elasticity of supply for coffee
and so there is no point in explaining the meaning of price elasticity of demand.
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Question 7
The question on the effects of an increase in sales tax on clothing offered candidates an
opportunity to annotate the correct diagram from a choice of four. The best answers showed
the area of tax revenue, an increase in equilibrium price and a decrease in equilibrium
output. Almost fifty per cent achieved full marks. However, a significant minority of
responses confused a percentage sales tax with that of a specific tax and so selected
incorrect option D.
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Examiner Comments

This answer achieved 4 out of 4 marks.
Correct option B (1 mark). Annotation of diagram B depicting the new price and output
equilibrium for clothing (1 mark) as well as the tax area (1 mark) offered an excellent start to
the answer. This is followed by an explanation of the 21% sales tax being an example an ad
valorem tax causing a pivotal shift in the supply curve (1 mark), and, acting like an increase in
costs of production (1 mark). Despite already obtaining full marks, the candidate successfully
rejects option A showing the effects of a subsidy (1 mark) and then option D showing the
effects of a flat rate tax (1 mark).

Examiner Tip

Be prepared to annotate diagram(s) offered in questions. There are always marks to be gained
here.
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Examiner Comments

This answer achieved 3 out of 4 marks.
Correct option B (1 mark). Annotation of diagram B showing the new equilibrium price and
output for clothing (1 mark) is supported with an explanation of the sales tax being an ad
valorem tax (1 mark).

Examiner Tip

Try and extend your answers when it is clear that the 3 explanation marks have not been
gained. Further annotation of the diagram or an explanation of the incorrect options would
help. Option C could be rejected by suggesting that demand for clothing would decrease if
there was an increase in direct taxes such as income tax.

Question 8
The best answers annotated the diagram in the question by identifying the quantity which
has to be purchased by the agency (YZ) in order to ensure price does not fall below P1.
Further development included showing the area of agency expenditure and identifying the
equilibrium price without intervention. The definition of a buffer stock required reference
to buying surplus stock in times of a good harvest and selling the stock in times of a poor
harvest to reduce fluctuations in producer income. It is not sufficient to simply repeat the
statement in the question about limiting price fluctuations between P1 and P2. Around thirty
per cent achieved the 4 marks available and another thirty per cent gained 3 marks.
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Examiner Comments

This answer achieved 4 out of 4 marks.
Correct option D (1 mark). Explanation of buffer stock scheme (an agency buys up the
commodity when there is a good harvest and sells it when there is a poor harvest in order to
reduce price fluctuations and stabilise produce incomes) (1 mark). Without intervention price
falls to P3 (shown on graph) (1 mark). The agency buys YZ in order to ensure price does not
fall below P1 (1 mark). Annotation of diagram to show the area of total government expenditure
(ABYZ) on the commodity in order to prevent price falling below P1 (1 mark). Note a maximum
of 3 explanation marks is available.
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Examiner Tip

Be prepared to annotate any diagrams shown in the question. In this case the candidate
secures 1+1 marks by identifying what the free market equilibrium price would be (P3) and
the area of government spending on the harvest to ensure price does not fall below P1.
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Examiner Comments

This answer achieved 3 out of 4 marks.
Correct option D (1 mark). Explanation of a buffer stock scheme (1 mark). Identification that
the government agency would buy up YZ of barley at price P1 (1 mark). Annotation of the
diagram needs to show the area of agency expenditure to secure a mark here.

Examiner Tip

Annotate diagrams carefully and offer a brief explanation.
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Question 9 (a)
The question on explaining two reasons why the UK government has a renewable energy
target differentiated effectively between candidates and around half achieved 3 or 4 marks.
Only six per cent gained the full 6 marks available. The best responses focused on two
reasons and developed each of them rather than just repeating information within the
extract.

Examiner Comments

6 out of 6 marks awarded. The response is split into two paragraphs and easy to mark. The first
reason is because of traditional power generation methods use coal and oil which are expected
to run out within 50 years (1 mark) and so the objective is to use more sustainable resources to
prevent energy blackouts (1 mark). A definition of renewable resources is offered (1 mark).
The second reason is to reduce harmful carbon emissions and become more ‘eco friendly’ (1
mark). This is developed by referring to the EU emissions trading scheme which has put
pressure on the government to reduce carbon pollution in their respective countries through
encouraging investment in renewable energy schemes (1 mark). Otherwise more pollution
permits have to be purchased by UK industry (1 mark). This is an answer which offers
development.
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Examiner Tip

Structure your answer so there are two paragraphs to explain the two reasons
for the renewable energy target. It makes it easier for you to consider whether
there is enough explanation to gain full marks.

Examiner Comments

4 out of 6 marks awarded. The first reason is the need to diversify the UK’s current energy
supply, particularly as it is heavily reliant on oil and gas which are running out (1+1 marks).
The second reason is due to most renewable energy being carbon neutral and so it creates less
environmental damage in terms of emissions into the atmosphere (1+1 marks). The answer is
a little short and both points could be further developed by discussing the benefits further, for
example, long term energy prices might fall and there should be lower costs from cleaning up
pollution from non-renewable energy use.

Examiner Tip

Try and develop points mentioned in the extract rather than just repeating the
sentences. It is about adding value to the points in the extract.
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Question 9 (b)
This question required candidates to explain how the £34 billion tidal barrage project would
be funded, bearing in mind that no government subsidy is being offered. Almost fortyfive percent of answers gained just 2 out of the 4 marks available. Typical responses just
mentioned that overseas investors would fund construction and then pass on these costs
to consumers through higher prices. Little development was offered. One way to gain
further marks is to consider the price elasticity of demand for energy. For example. it is
likely to be inelastic and so an increase in energy prices will raise total revenue and profits.
Another way of developing answers used by some candidates is to explain how the returns
from the capital outlay will be for at least 120 years. It is a long term investment project
leading to long term profits.

Examiner Comments

4 out of 4 marks awarded. An explanation of a subsidy (in the context of the tidal barrage)
(1 mark) is followed by indicating that overseas investors will fund the project (1 mark) and
recover their costs through charging higher prices to consumers (1 mark). Further development
is offered by suggesting incentives such as tax breaks may make the tidal barrage an attractive
investment proposition (1 mark).

Examiner Tip

Make use of the information in the extract but also try and develop further. It is important
to add value to the information rather than just repeat sentences from the extract.
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Examiner Comments

3 out of 4 marks awarded. Definition of subsidy (1 mark). Overseas investors will fund project
(1 mark) and pass on these costs to consumers though higher electricity prices (1 mark).

Examiner Tip

Be prepared to develop points from the extract further, for example, the tidal barrage will
generate a return for at least 120 years and so could prove to be highly profitable.
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Question 9 (c)
The question invited candidates to examine the possible impact of constructing the tidal
barrier on the UK production possibility frontier, using diagrammatic analysis. It proved to
be a good way of differentiating between candidate responses. The best answers offered a
correctly labelled diagram of the production possibility frontier shifting outwards and then
proceeded to both analyse and evaluate the likely effects. However, a significant number of
candidates struggled to draw a simple production possibility frontier diagram and consider
how output is likely to increase. Some ten per cent recorded zero marks.
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Examiner Comments

10 out of 10 marks awarded. The definition of a production possibility frontier (1 mark) is
followed by a suitably labelled diagram shifting the curve outwards (2 marks). This shift is
explained by overseas investment funding the construction of the barrage (1 mark) including
the factory at Port Talbot to build the turbines (1 mark). A link is also made over how the tidal
barrage could generate up to 5% of UK energy needs and so facilitate economic growth (1
mark).
Evaluation comes through discussion of the implications of overseas investment and
how consumer payments for the electricity might flow out of the economy and so undermine
long term growth (2 marks). Finally, on the last page, there is discussion on whether the
production possibility frontier would shift outwards since the economy could have been below
full capacity; the effects of the tidal barrage might simply be to move the economy from point A
to point B rather than shift the curve outwards (2 marks).

Examiner Tip

Practise drawing the diagrams associated with this unit, including correct labelling of the axes.
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Examiner Comments

5 out of 10 marks awarded. A definition of the production possibility frontier (1 mark) is
supported with a relevant diagram shifting it outwards (2 marks). An outline of how economic
growth is likely to be achieved from an improved infrastructure, possibly lowering costs of
production and creating 30 000 jobs was also awarded (2 marks). Note, it is important to link
the creation of jobs to an improved (transport / power generation) infrastructure to secure
marks. On balance, 5 marks is correct here.

Examiner Tip

Be prepared to offer evaluative comments on high mark base questions. This candidate made
no attempt to evaluate and so was automatically restricted to a maximum of 6 marks. Take
careful note of the instruction in the question to ‘examine’ the possible impact.
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Question 9 (d)
The question invited candidates to discuss the factors which might influence the supply of
labour for constructing the tidal barrage scheme. It differentiated effectively between the
quality of responses. Unfortunately, less than fifty percent of candidates gained half marks
or more. Just over ten percent of responses obtained zero marks, often due to confusing
the determinants of supply of labour with the demand for labour. Another limitation was the
failure to apply labour supply determinants to construction of the tidal barrage project.
However, there were some excellent answers which applied the standard determinants
of the supply of labour to the tidal barrage followed by some evaluative comments. The
most common supply determinants discussed include the wage rate, net advantages of the
work, net migration, income tax rates, benefits rates, availability of suitable housing and
finally the level of skills, qualifications and work experience. Evaluation usually came in the
form of government measures to increase the occupational and geographical mobility of
labour but little else.
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Examiner Comments

12 out of 14 marks achieved. All 8 knowledge, application and analysis marks were gained:
definition of supply of labour linked to the wage rate (1 mark); the relationship between
an increase in the wage rate and how it offers greater incentive to work (1 mark); the
importance of net advantages or perks such as insurance, pension plans and job security (2
marks); reference to geographical mobility and the ability of labour to relocate to the area (1
mark); consideration of government regulation such as benefit reform and lowering income tax
rates and how they affect the incentive to work (3 marks).
4 out of 6 evaluation marks were gained: the focus here was on government measures
to reduce the occupational and geographical immobility of labour. A maximum of 4 marks could
be awarded for government measures as indicated in the mark scheme. This was done well by
the candidate, namely: discussion of possible labour shortages due to the specific skills and
qualifications required (such as engineering degrees) and how government training programmes
could be used to overcome these; also the issue of a 3 - 4 year time lag in training is raised
(2 marks); discussion of policies to overcome the geographical immobility of labour such as
reducing the stamp duty on property and more housing subsidies (2 marks).

Examiner Tip

Consider offering up to three separate evaluation points. Other points that could be used
here is discussion on the number and duration of jobs available, and prioritisation of supply
determinants with justification.
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Examiner Comments

8 out of 14 marks achieved. The candidate scores 6 out of 8 knowledge, application and
analysis marks: explanation of the relationship between wages and the supply of labour using
a diagram (2 marks); consideration of the role of trade unions and how they might
improve working conditions such as pension schemes (2 marks); explanation of how welfare
benefits might affect the incentive to work and hence supply of labour (2 marks). However,
there is little direct application to the tidal barrage project.
Evaluation marks come in the form of discussing how migrant labour may have affected the
market wage and undermined the influence of trade unions (2 marks).

Examiner Tip

Always refer to the context of the question. It is important to apply the determinants of the
supply of labour to the proposed tidal barrage. Clearly, there are various skills sets required
for such a construction project which affects the occupational mobility of labour.

Question 9 (e)
This question required candidates to evaluate two measures the government could use
to promote the generation of renewable energy. It differentiated effectively between the
quality of responses but the mean score was a disappointing 6 out of 14 marks. However,
some answers were of very high quality. These often considered subsidies for renewable
energy sources (such as wind power) and taxes for non-renewable energy sources
(such as coal and oil power). Other popular measures that scored highly were the use
of tradable pollution permits and relaxation of planning controls for the development of
renewable energy sources. Use of standard subsidy and indirect tax diagrams offered a
good opportunity to score knowledge, application and analysis marks but were not always
taken by candidates. The weaker responses considered government advertising programmes
to encourage households to switch to renewable energy sources or to save on electricity.
Only limited scope was available for development here.
Evaluation was relatively straightforward for candidates who considered subsidies,
indirect taxes or tradable pollution permits: for example, subsidies face funding and
efficiency issues; taxes suffer from competitiveness and affordability issues; tradable
permits experience monitoring issues and the problem of dirty polluters simply buying spare
permits rather than cutting back on harmful emissions.
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Examiner Comments

14 out of 14 marks awarded. The first measure considered is the use of subsidies for renewable
energy (such as solar panels) and this is supported with diagrammatic analysis depicting the
area of subsidy and impact on price and output positions (4 marks). Evaluation comes in the
form of discussion of opportunity cost for the government (2 marks) and the reliability of solar
power (1 mark).
The second measure is tradable pollution permits which cap emissions and can be reduced over
time to encourage businesses to go green so they cut energy costs. The possibility of selling
spare permits to make extra revenue and referring to how the scheme works with the price
mechanism is also credited (4 marks). Evaluation comes in the form of discussing the quantity
of permits issued and how it might affect their price. The issue of how permits are distributed
between companies and the inclusivity of the scheme is also alluded to (2+1 marks).

Examiner Tip

Consider the advantages and limitations of the measures chosen to promote the generation of
renewable energy as this candidate has done.
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Examiner Comments

9 out of 14 marks awarded. The first measure investigated is an explanation of subsidies for
renewable energy (such as wind turbines) and how it reduces production costs (2 marks).
This is evaluated by consideration of how the government will fund it (2 marks). The second
measure involves reducing the supply of carbon permits (for non-renewable energy schemes)
and is supported with a diagram (3 marks). This is evaluated by considering problems of
monitoring the carbon emissions and enforcing the scheme (2 marks).

Examiner Tip

Be prepared to offer diagrammatic analysis. The candidate could have drawn a subsidy diagram
for the generation of renewable energy and discussed the likely effects here.

Question 10 (a)
This question required candidates to explain two causes of the decrease in tobacco smoking
shown in the information provided. It was a gentle introduction to the data response and
almost sixty percent scored full marks, the most popular reasons given were government
health campaigns, increased tobacco taxes and tough regulations on the purchase and sale
of cigarettes. However, the weaker responses simply repeated sentences from the extract
and offered no development. These usually achieved two knowledge marks.
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Examiner Comments

4 out of 4 marks awarded. The answer begins with a data reference from Figure 1
pointing out the downward trend in tobacco smoking (1 mark). The first reason offered
(Government health campaigns warning of the dangers of smoking) achieves 1 mark; the
second reason has sufficient development to gain 2 marks (high tobacco taxes which make
tobacco consumption unaffordable, especially for low income families).

Examiner Tip

Use the data in your answer, stating figures. A mark is gained by referring to Figure 1, which
shows the decrease in tobacco smoking from around 45% to 20% of the adult population
between 1974 and 2010.

Examiner Comments

2 out of 4 marks awarded. The candidate offers two reasons from the extract namely,
government health campaigns warning of the dangers from smoking (1 mark) and high tobacco
taxes which account for 80% of its price (1 mark).

Examiner Tip

Be prepared to develop points from the extract. The first reason for the decline in tobacco
smoking could have been developed by explaining the nature of government health campaigns
which often involve shocking people into giving up the habit through pictures on tobacco
packets. The second reason could have been developed by suggesting that high tobacco taxes
have made it unaffordable for many people to start smoking or to continue with their habit.
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Question 10 (b)
This question required candidates to outline the impact of the decrease in demand
for tobacco smoking on consumer surplus and producer surplus. Diagrammatic analysis was
also required. It differentiated well especially between the top to mid-range of responses
and some forty percent achieved the full six marks. An inward shift of the demand curve
was required in the diagram and most responses offered this. Some responses shifted the
supply curve inwards and this was also accepted as valid provided that the analysis was
correct.

Examiner Comments

6 out of 6 marks awarded. Definitions of consumer surplus (1 mark) and producer surplus (1
mark) are supported with a relevant diagram depicting an inward shift of the demand curve (1
mark). The original consumer surplus and producer surplus positions is credited (1 mark); the
fall in consumer surplus is identified from PXY to P1BZ (1 mark) as with the fall in producer
surplus from PXA to P1BA (1 mark).

Examiner Tip

Try and make diagrams clear and always explain what is happening within them.
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Examiner Comments

3 out of 6 marks awarded. The candidate offers definitions of consumer surplus (1 mark) and
producer surplus (1 mark). A correct diagram is drawn depicting a decrease in the demand
curve for tobacco smoking (1 mark). However, no attempt is made to show the impact on the
areas of consumer and producer surplus.

Examiner Tip

Always explain what is happening in any diagrams drawn. Explanation marks are typically
available. In this case a further 3 marks could be gained by just outlining the original and new
areas of consumer and producer surplus.
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Question 10 (c)
This question required candidates to discuss whether the demand for tobacco products
is price inelastic or price elastic. It differentiated effectively across the ability range,
with a mean mark of six, leading to a bell-shaped spread. The best responses used a
combination of ideas from the extract and also their own knowledge. The extract suggested
that demand is price inelastic for a small percentage of teenagers and for some manual
workers. It also revealed that price increases (through higher taxes) led to an increase in
consumer expenditure on tobacco - again suggesting it is inelastic in demand. Candidates
often brought in their own ideas suggesting that smoking is addictive and has few close
substitutes, so likely to be price inelastic in demand. Evaluation usually came in the form
of discussing the long term downward trend in smoking shown in Figure 1 and also how
new technology has led to the development of substitutes such as E-cigarettes. These
could make demand price elastic over time. Some discussion on how elasticity might vary
between different brands of cigarettes was also raised but often not explained properly.
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Examiner Comments

10 out of 10 marks achieved. The candidate begins with a definition of price elasticity of
demand (1 mark) and then proceeds to use the evidence in the extract on tobacco to suggest it
is price inelastic (namely, that consumer expenditure has increased from £15.1 billion to £15.3
billion in 2011 following the 37 pence increase in price (2 marks)). A diagram depicting price
inelastic demand (1 mark) is followed by extended discussion on tobacco being addictive and
having few close substitutes (2+1 marks). Note that a maximum of six knowledge, application
and analysis marks are available.
The second page is dedicated to evaluation and two points are well developed here; the
first involves discussion on the new substitutes coming on to the tobacco market such as
e-cigarettes and how demand might become more elastic over time (2 marks); the second point
discusses the relevance of the proportion of income spent on tobacco and how that affects price
elasticity of demand. The candidate notes the apparent contradiction between economic theory
and evidence here (2 marks).

Examiner Tip

Be prepared to develop points in the extract, using economic analysis and evaluation. This
answer offers much added value and deserves full marks.
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Examiner Comments

8 out of 10 marks awarded. A definition or formula of price elasticity of demand (1 mark) is
supported with an explanation of the meaning of price inelastic and price elastic demand (1
mark). The candidate suggests tobacco products are price inelastic due to their addictive nature
(1 mark) and shows the effect of a price rise by diagram (1 mark). Some crucial use of data
from the extract is then offered, explaining how consumer expenditure on tobacco increased
from £15.1 billion to £15.3 billion in 2011 following price increases - indicating that tobacco is
inelastic in demand (2 marks). This answer achieves all six knowledge, application and analysis
marks available.
Finally, evaluation is offered by suggesting that demand could be price elastic for some people,
particularly those from higher income groups and the more educated in society. This is backed
up by use of figures (2 marks).

Examiner Tip

Offer two ‘developed’ evaluation comments for questions comprising 10 marks. There are 4
evaluation marks available (2+2 marks).
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Question 10 (d)
This question invited candidates to discuss the benefits of a decrease in tobacco smoking for
consumers and the government. It proved to be another question that differentiated
effectively between the quality of answers and the mean score was just under 7 out of
14 marks. However, many struggled to offer suitable economic analysis and evaluation;
indeed less than fifteen percent gained 10 or more marks. Typical problems included an
incorrect use of externality diagrams and a lack of focus on the question by discussing the
benefits to firms through productivity gains, making no attempt to link to consumers or
the government. Evaluation was also quite limited with many discussing the time period
and magnitude of the decrease in tobacco smoking without offering any reference to the
information provided. It appeared these candidates were using well rehearsed methods
of evaluation in a vacuum. Some responses were also extremely critical of the benefits
accrued from a reduction in tobacco smoking, pointing out a reduction in tax revenue for
the government, financial losses for tobacco companies and job losses in related industries.
Often more balance was required in such answers where the benefits also needed to be
considered.
However, some excellent responses arose which remained focused on the question and
offered both economic analysis and balanced evaluation. The use of an externality diagram
was not essential in investigating the question and full marks could be achieved without
one. Nevertheless, some answers offered an external cost diagram and shifted the marginal
private cost curve closer to the marginal social cost curve to indicate a reduction in the
area of welfare loss as tobacco smoking decreased. This was valid analysis as was the
appropriate use of an external benefits diagram.
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Examiner Comments

14 out of 14 marks awarded. The knowledge, application and analysis marks are gained in a
variety of ways: use of diagrammatic analysis (2 marks); benefits to consumers in terms of
longer life expectancy, more earnings from work and less chance of suffering from smoking
related diseases such as lung cancer (3 marks); benefits to the government in terms of less
pressure on the NHS dealing with smoking related diseases, more tax revenue from worker
earnings and less expenditure on clearing up tobacco litter and house fires (3 marks).
Evaluation comes in the form of one long paragraph on the second page: discussion of a loss
in tax revenue from the decline in smoking (2 marks) is followed by a consideration of the
increased pressures on the NHS from more dementia and arthritis sufferers in old age (2
marks); then there is some explanation of how the closure of 1500 pubs and bars might be
associated with the decline in tobacco smoking along with an awareness of the difficulty in
measuring the value of external benefits (1+1 marks).

Examiner Tip

Offer three developed ‘evaluation’ points for questions comprising 14 marks. In this case the
candidate gives four points, two of which are well developed. The last two points were awarded
a mark each, since on balance, the overall answer merits full marks.
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Examiner Comments

8 out of 14 marks awarded. The first paragraph refers to savings the government could
make on the £2.7 billion NHS spending concerning tobacco related diseases and how the funds
could be redirected into other areas of medical treatment (2 marks); the second paragraph
refers to consumer benefits in terms of being healthier and taking less days off work, so gaining
more income. This is combined with the government obtaining more tax revenue from these
people working (2 marks).
The third paragraph offers some evaluation. It refers to worsening government finances due
to a loss of tax revenue as less people smoke. Also it is implied that people will live longer
and so there will be more government spending on the NHS (2 marks). Both of these are valid
points but need more development to gain further marks. The fourth paragraph refers to the
benefits from less environmental pollution and less passive smoking as tobacco consumption
falls (2 marks).

Examiner Tip

Be prepared to develop evaluative comments. In this answer there are two valid critical points
which score one mark each. The candidate could discuss the amount of tax revenue currently
obtained from tobacco smoking by using the information provided. This could be compared
with the benefits of people working longer and paying other types of taxes. Also, there could be
discussion of the type of diseases associated with a rising and ageing population as less people
die from smoking.
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Question 10 (e)
This question required candidates to consider the extent to which regulations on the sale
of cigarettes and high taxes on tobacco result in government failure. Like the previous two
questions, it differentiated well between the quality of responses. However, the mean score
was lower at just 6 out of 14 marks available. There were several reasons for this: first,
many responses used an external costs diagram which demonstrated market failure rather
than government failure. This was not relevant unless the candidate showed how taxes
or regulations helped to reduce market failure (one of the exemplar answers offers this
approach and gains marks); second, many responses assumed that because demand
for tobacco is price inelastic it makes tobacco taxes ineffective in reducing smoking and
so represents government failure. However, addiction to tobacco is not really a government
failure and evidence points to a significant drop in tobacco smoking over time; third, most
responses argued that regulations on the sale of cigarettes and high taxes on tobacco
indicate government failure, developing their answer solely along these lines. Only a
minority of responses challenged the question and suggested that without government
intervention to curb tobacco smoking there would be far greater failure in the market.
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Examiner Comments

14 out of 14 marks awarded. The candidate challenges the view of government failure
here. A definition of government failure (1 mark) is followed by developing the idea that
tobacco smoking contains lots of negative externalities and that government intervention is
necessary to limit these. Suitable diagrammatic analysis is offered which shows the effects
of a tax on eliminating the welfare loss from the tobacco market (4 evaluation marks).
Discussion then switches to high tobacco taxes leading to the development of a shadow
market for smuggling cigarettes into the country and the ensuing loss of tax revenue. This
is reinforced later on through explaining the effects of plain packaging on the growth of
counterfeit cigarettes (2+1 marks); however, it is also evaluated by suggesting that countries
with low taxes on cigarettes such as Spain and Italy have far higher rates of tobacco smuggling
(2 marks); consideration is also given to the regressive nature of tobacco taxes and how it
affects inequality among low income smokers (2 marks); further problems associated with pubs
and clubs closing down and their effects on employment and investment is investigated as an
unintended consequence of tobacco regulations (2 marks);
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Examiner Tip

Be prepared to think outside the box and challenge the implicit assumptions made in questions.
It is quite easy to go along with the view that regulations and tobacco taxation result in
government failure. However, without government intervention, market failure would be far
more serious. Government intervention could be viewed as successful in terms of reducing
tobacco smoking.
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Examiner Comments

8 out of 14 marks awarded. In the first paragraph the candidate defines government failure and
then refers to problems of tobacco smuggling and the loss of tax revenue due to high tobacco
taxes (1+2 marks); this is evaluated in the second paragraph by discussing whether high
tobacco taxes is the main reason for smuggling (2 marks); the third paragraph puts the blame
on tobacco regulations and taxes for closure of pubs and clubs, leading to job losses (1 mark);
finally on the second page, the candidate questions whether it is government failure and that
the £13 billion of costs from smoking really represents a market failure (2 marks).

Examiner Tip

Be careful with time allocation. This answer is quite short and it is likely the candidate ran out
of time.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
Section A: supported multiple choice
•

Define accurately the key economic term(s) used in each question.

•

Be prepared to annotate the diagrams presented in the questions

•

Revise thoroughly the topic of market failure, especially buffer stocks, for example, Q8.
This is an area where candidates often struggle to achieve high marks.

•

Be prepared to draw diagrams when relevant to the question and make sure these are
properly labelled and explained in the text.

•

Always refer to the information provided, for example, income elasticity of demand
figures in Q5. This helps to credit responses with application marks.

•

Read the question carefully, for example, Q6 required consideration of price elasticity of
supply - yet a significant number of responses focused on price elasticity of demand and
so gained few if any marks.

•

Make sure 'value is added' to answers which use the rejection method. Do not simply
state that a particular option is incorrect without explaining why this is the case. Indeed,
do not simply reverse one word in an incorrect option statement and then expect to gain
credit for it.

Section B: data response
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•

Read the question instructions very carefully to make sure your answer remains relevant
throughout. All too often candidate answers strayed from the questions set as revealed
in Q10(d) on the benefits to consumers and government from a decrease in tobacco
consumption. Often candidates discussed the benefits to firms and gained little credit
here unless it was linked back to consumers and government. Similarly in Q9(d) some
candidates discussed the determinants of the supply of labour without reference to the
construction of the Severn tidal barrage as required.

•

Focus on the concepts mentioned in the question. For example, Q9(d) requires
consideration of the supply of labour and so there is little point in focusing on the
determinants of the demand for labour.

•

Focus on developing economic analysis in the high mark base questions. Quite often
candidates moved from definitions and a brief explanation of an economic issue straight
into evaluation. This was evident in Q9(e) on a government measures to promote the
generation of renewable energy. Economic analysis typically involves explaining the
sequence of events leading up to a particular outcome and diagrams may be used.

•

Ensure diagrams are accurately drawn and relevant to the question set. For example,
in Q9(e) many candidates drew the subsidy and indirect tax diagrams without depicting
their respective subsidy and tax revenue areas.

•

Offer evaluative comments on the high mark base questions. For example, in Q10(e)
relatively few responses challenged the idea that regulations and high taxes on
tobacco result in government failure. The majority of responses were highly critical of
government intervention here which is rather surprising bearing in mind the enormous
damage associated with tobacco smoking and its external costs, revealing market
failure.  
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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